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The magic has returned -JC Angelcraft.
As a Star Trek Fan of many years, I found all subsequent series attempting to
carry on the tradition lacking in the magic and chemistry of the original cast. 
When the old crew got together and put together a series of films in their old …

See full review

Star Trek (Two-Disc Edition)
28,277

3 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"an excellent resource for high school guidance counselors or young st…
"Criminal Psychology and Personality Profiling" by Joan Esherick is a small,
quick-read book (112 pgs) featuring small excerpts from actual case studies,
fast facts, and elucidating definitions that demarcate the differences between …

See full review

Criminal Psychology And Personality Profiling (Forensics: the
Science of Crime-solving)

21

5 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

.....undeniably one of the most compelling books I have ever read. ~JC …
Mind Hunter, (Inside the FBI's Elite Serial Crime Unit) is an insightful journey
into the life of a FBI profiler John Douglas. This book does not contain
extensive case file information. However, it does contain a good taste of ma…

See full review

Mind Hunter: Inside the FBI's Elite Serial Crime Unit
12,077

2 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"....simple elegance at its finest. " ~JC Angelcraft
When I received my Cartier Men's Midsize Must 21 Watch #10072R6 last
Christmas I must admit that I was a bit surprised. It has since become my
favorite watch. What I like most about this Cartier Men's Midsize 21 is that it i…

See full review

Cartier Midsize W10072R6 Must 21 Stainless Steel and 18K Gold
Watch

2

4 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

My nephew loved the accessories
It is getting harder and harder to find lazy town stuff. We had to send away for
a uniform big enough to fit my nephew. The accessories however made the
uniform. We recently purchashed tickets and attended a Lazy town presenta…

See full review

Product no longer available

JC Angelcraft

"A must have for all serious students of psychology" ~JC Angelcraft
This book is a valuable resource and can make all the difference in your
academmic presentations. Sure you can get by without it, but if you plan to do
serious writing in field of psychology or psychiatry there is no better guide tha…

See full review

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association
502

JC Angelcraft

"A magnificently charming and creative film, wonderfully entertaining" …
To begin with, you can think of Bedknobs and Broomsticks as Mary Poppins
meets Harry Potter meets Nemo meets Narnia who via the Lion King who will
remind you of Tigger because tiggers really are wonderful things. Although t…

See full review

Bedknobs and Broomsticks
9,731

1 helpful vote
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....a good starting point for a young person just venturing out in their st…
The Penguin Dictionary of Religions Second Edition by John R. Hinnells is a
decent Reference book that gives adequate and basic definitions on various
religious topics. This reference book is a good starting point for a young pers…

See full review

The Penguin Dictionary of Religions (Dictionary, Penguin)
6

2 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

A well written book on Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences ~JC Angel…
Need to learn the basics of statistics? B Michael Thorne and J Martin Giesen's
book is a very well written, fundamentally sound textbook that will give the
reader a well-structured taste how statistics are applied to the behavioral scie…

See full review

Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences
88

2 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

..........I only wish I had tried it earlier~JC Angelcraft
Moss Equine has a wonderful line of saddle soap products. I recently
purchased the unscented brand, not available through Amazon unfortunately,
to treat my leather furniture and was so excited with the results that I thought …

See full review

Moss Citrus Saddle Soap - Green - 6 Ounces
1

4 helpful votes
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For anyone that still cares about the family unit ~JC Angelcraft
J Ross Eshleman & Richard Bullcroft tenderly and appropriately dedicate this
educational masterpiece on the family to their spouses, children and
grandchildren. I can think of no better way to commence such an endeavor.…

See full review

Family, The (11th Edition)
61

6 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"...a film that will challenge your senses" JC Angelcraft
This film is rated R. I enjoyed the film. It was very thought provoking.
However, I could see how some of the sexual content contained therein may be
offensive to some people. If you are a parent who wants to watch this film in …

See full review

Babel
2,268

3 helpful votes
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"For those who believe that a kiss can last forever" ~JC Angelcraft
For those who believe that a kiss can last forever
The notebook is an enchanted moment that stills eternity
…

See full review

The Notebook
32,314

4 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"Profound, Touching, Tender and Insightful Fiction."~JC Angelcraft
When I told a friend that I was reading Clan of the Cave Bear, he
retorted,"What!....that is practically a Feminist Manifesto!
…

See full review

The Clan of the Cave Bear: Earth's Children, Book One
8,057

JC Angelcraft

....."This book will enhance your reference library." ~JC Angelcraft
This undergraduate psychology book is a valuable reference tool for a
university student or anyone interested in learning more about this most
intriguing field. Abnormal Psychology is a well-written university level text tha…

See full review

Abnormal Psychology, Fourth Edition
5

JC Angelcraft

"....for anyone desiring to learn more about the cutting edge concepts o…
Contemporary Behavior Therapy by Michael D. Spiegler and Dave C.
Guevremont is a thorough overview of one of the most effective therapies
known to modern psychology. It is a very well written, well organized, and ea…

See full review

Contemporary Behavior Therapy
33

4 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"An intriguing and fascinating film. Nominated for 8 Oscars. " ~JC Ange…
The elephant man is a fictionalized movie about the life of a man named John
Merrick (Joseph Carey Merrick was actually his real name) who lived in the
19th century and suffered from a disfiguring disease which limited him to car…

See full review

The Elephant Man [DVD]
2,189

8 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"For anyone who wants to make the world a better place." ~JC Angelcraft
David Meyers Social Psychology was one of finest Psychology books that I
read in my undergraduate studies. In his book, Dr. Myers, makes no claim to
ultimate knowledge in this still vastly unexplored field.…

See full review

Social Psychology with SocialSense CD-ROM and PowerWeb
15

6 helpful votes
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"Fun and interesting for the whole family, a bargain at the price." ~JC A…
This 12 CD set has been upgraded by the company and conveniently placed
on two DVD's. The company offers to send you the 12CDs absolutely free if for
any reason the DVD format does not work for you. I have had no problems …

See full review

Explore Human Anatomy Professional Edition
14

7 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

"Not just for Psychology Students" ~JC Angelcraft
Linda Brannon's book "Health Psychology" is a well-written exegetical analysis
and framework for understanding behavior and health. For those who are not
serious students of psychology, I would recommend this book for anyone wis…

See full review

Health Psychology: An Introduction to Behavior and Health
9

23 helpful votes

JC Angelcraft

A delightfully mad piece of filmmaking!" ~JC Angelcraft
"The woods decay, the woods decay and fall, the vapors weep their burthen to
the ground..."
…

See full review

Shadow of the Vampire
645

4 helpful votes
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Diva
If you can find a copy, nothing sets the tone for a romantic evening better than
Argentina's Irene Farrera's Alma Latina. It beckons a bottle of vin-rouge and
soft lights as its simplicty is magnetically Angelic. Irene's presentation is com…

See full review

Alma Latina
4

3 helpful votes
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